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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION
Purpose
To maximize performance,

designers are becoming increasingly aware

of the need to consider the human-computer interface in computer-based
systems.

In the past several

years a number of technical

reports and

books have offered guidelines for the design of computer-based

systems.

This repot is an attempt to brirg together the variety of guidelines in
the form of user considerations.
limited

to

primarily

those
as

;t

dealing

relates

directly

Likewise,

*with

the

to software design

design of computer hardware,
system delays,

The user considerations

compiled are

human-computer
Info-mation

dialogue

related

to the

including such topics as keyboard layout,

and display quality assessment,

was explicitly

excluded.

no attempt was made to include user considerations related to

workspace design for users of computer-based systems.
The purpose of this report was simply to compile into one document
the

various

sources

as

user
an

considerations

aid

evaluate empirically

in

that

structuring

currently

behavioral

based guidelines.

exist

research

Because

in

a

variety

to develop. and

this compilation

was not

developed as a handbook for designers of human-computer interfaces,
evaluation

of these user considerations

cross-referencing
for a

designer

provided.
vary from

determine

which

interface.

Additionally,

are

Obviously,

for

a few

cases

have been offered from different sources,
this report for completeness.

no

nor is any indexing or

the relevant user. considerations

context to, context,

appropriate
in

is given

of

a

and. the designer

particular

conflicting, user

must

human-computer
considerations

and both have been included in

Where conflicting User considerations exist,

.2

i suggestions to adopt until behavioral

each designer must determine wv..
research

can

resolve

these

c.,nflicts

and/or

establish

the

appropriate

context area for each.
In cases where similar user considerations were proposed by several
authors,

they

have

Because

most

of

empirical

support

been

the

combined

documents

source

for the

even in the few cases

into one

guideline for

were

user considerations

where such

not
was

this

report.
reviews,

literature

not usually provided

support may exist.

Whenever other

material was cited in the source documents to support a design guideline,
the references
vary

and

include

processing
with

were

included

both

capabilities

computer-based

in this compilation.

general
and

discussions

Obviously,

cited

of basic "human information

reports of sp.ecific

systems.

The references

empirical

to

studies

represent

the

dealing
level

of

support for each of these user considerations accurately,

i comprehensive

literature

h-jman-computer

review

of

empirical

research

dealing

with

interface problems is necessary.
Hopefully,

the considerations have been presented in a manner which.

accurately represents the i'ntent of the original authors.
of

them

shortened

have

been

rewritten

for brevity.

unintentional.

for

consistency

within

However, many
this

document

Any misrepresentation of the original version

or
is

Readers may wish to consult the thirteen source documents

listed in Table 1 for clarification.
Fundamentals of Human-Computer Dialogue Design
In

general,

the

designer

of

equipment costs as well as. personnel
often not L.ompatible.

Until

any

system

costs.

sets

However,

out

to

these

minimize
goals are

recently the high cost and relatively limited
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Table 1. Reports and Books Reviewed

(1)

Brown, C. M., Burkleo, H. V., Mangelsdorf, J. E., Olsen, R. A.,
and Williams, A. R., Jr.
Human factors engineering criteria for
information processing systems.
Sunnyvale, California: Lockheed,
October 1930.

(2)

Ehrenreich, S. L. Query languages: Design recommendations derived
from the human factors hiterature.
Human Factors, in press. .(Also:
Design recommendations for query languages (Tech.
Rep.
484).
Alexandria, Virginia: U.. S. Army Research Institute, 1981.

(3)

Engel,
S.
E. and Granda,
R.
interfaces (Tech.
Rep. 00.2720).
December 1975.

(4)

Gebhardt, F. and Stellmacher, I.
Design criteria for documentation
retrieval languages.
Journal of the American Society for Information
Science, 1978, 29, 191-199.

(5)

Hiltz,
S.
R.
and Turoff, *M.
The
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1978.

(6)

Martin, J.
Design of man-computer dialogues.
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1973.

(7)

Miller, L. A. and Thomas, J. C., Jr.
Behavioral issues in the use
of interactive systems (Tech., Rep. RC 6326).
Yorktown Heights,
New York: IBM, December 1976.

(8)

Newman,
W. M.. and Sproull,
R.
F.
Rrinciples of
computer graphics. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979.

(9)

'Parrish, R. N., Gates, J. L., Munger, S. I., and Sidorsky, R. C.
Development of design guidelines and cr teria for user'/operator
transactions
with
battlefield
automated
systems.
Volume
IV:
Provisional guidelines and criteria for the design of user/operator
transactions (Draft' Final Report, Phase I).
Alexandria,. Virginia:
U.S. Army Research Institute, 1981.

E.
Guidelines for man/display
Poughkeepsie, New York: IBM,

necýtwork

nation.

Reading,

Englewood

Cliffs,

interactive

(10)

Pew, R. W. and Rollins, A. M.
Dialog specification procedures
(rev.
ed.)
(Rep.
No. 3129).
Carnbrid e,
Massachusetts:
Bolt
Beranek and Newman, Inc., September 1975.

(11)

Ramsey, H.
R. and Atwood, M. E.
Human factors in computer
systems: A review of the literature (Tech. Rep. SAI-79-111-DEN).
Englewood,
Colorado: Science Applications
September 1979.
(AD

A075679)

4

(12)

Shneiderman, B.
and information
1980.

(13)

Smith, S. L.
Man-machine interface (MMI) requirements Jefinition
and design user considerations:
A prG;ress report (Tech.
Rep.
ESD-TR-81-113).
Bedford, Massachusetts: MITRE, FebrUary, 1981.
(AD' A096 705)

Software psychology: Human factors in computer
systems.
Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Winthrop,
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of

speed

designers

hardware,

the

favoring

tradeoff

design

With the

and the subsequent cost reductions

rapid advances -in computer technology
in 'computer

a

dictated

limitations of the computer and riot the human.

and

capabilities

has

systems

compCter

to optimize

attempt

now effectively

can

the human aspect of the interface.
In

of

terms

toward an

user

In. addition,

time.

cost

and

acceptarce

wi'h

satisfaction

work

must

c~esigrier

and an acceptable

low error rate

acceptably

system

the

performance,

human

in

personnel

the

computer

system seem to be-critical to effective utilization.

found to be

important

be equally
of

many

user

the

to be

appear

general

considerations
more

nothing

human

compatibility,

than

specifically

a

dialogue

seem

factors

involving computers.
to

be

design considi.ations
feedback,

immediate

systems

basic human

of

relate to systems
that

Indeed,

computer-'based

restatement

Flexibility,

brevity,

in other appli'cations will

for

proposed

principles

factors

human-computer

specific

system design

user considerations

design of computer-,based systems.

the

in

considerations as they
The

to good

furdarrmetal

psychological

basic

likely thi.. many

is quite

It

in

present

include

reviewed
and

the

operator

workload.

Compatibi
information
minimal.'

of

compatibility

transfor when the amount of information
Translated

to

that the input required
of the

principle

T he

,.

computer

and

the

human-computer

system

predicts

liigh

recoding necessary
this would

is

suggest

of the user should be tompatible with.the output

vice

versa.

comruter dialo~que can take severa'

Compatibility
forms.

implications

f0r

The organization of data to be

input should be compatible with the data org",tization of output.

6'

human-

Both the

of

required

input

across

consistent
system.

the
the

and

user

requirements of the user,
usable form.

and

the

should

be

informationr

and system action should be

stereotypes.

The input required of the

and the output of the computer should be

useful.

therefore,

and,

progranm,

system

format,

The choice of terminology,

user should not be ambiguous,

of the

output

module,

display,

consistent with user population

clear

*)e

To

minimize

the information

processing

information should be presented in a directly

The need to translate,

transpose,

interpret,

or refer to

documentation should be minimized.

Brevity.

Theories of human memory

suggest the existence of some

upper limit of information that c'in be received it, a given period of time.
The Iir,,it of short-term memory is generally accepted tc. be seven or eight
When longer input is required,- chunking should be used such that

items.

meaningful

units of

To increase the

information are grouped together.

number of bits of information that can be included in one input sequence,
larger

chunks

computer-based

each

containing

more

information, should

be

built.

In

dialogues this would suggest that both the input required

of the user and the output of the system should be brief to minimize both
the

short-term

memory

errors by the ,user.

load on

In addition,

the user

and

the probabil.ity of

input

user input and computer output should

be grouped into meaningful chunks, whenever possible.
Flexibi'lty.

Individual

differences

among

users

flexibility to insure optimum performance of all users..
decision

necessitate

system

In many systems a

must be made as to whether the system should be designed to

accommodate the extreme individuats 'or 'the average individual.

7

However,

using tne
flexible

capabilities

or

adaptive

computer-based
of

tCe user

of

the

system

computer,
that

one

suits

all

is

often

able to

poteriidi

users

dialogues this would suggest that both

and the output

provided

by the

provide

equally.

a
!n

the input required

system

should

vary

for a

particular user depending upon the user's expectations and capabilities.

Immediate feedback.
with

information

performance

A human-computer system should be closed-loop

feedback

and

to

condition

the

of

the

which is readily understandable,
the

necessity

for

corrective

computer-based systems,
are,

what they

human

operator

system.

about

Without

the

quality

immediate

of

feedback

the user cannot make decisions regarding

action

and

the

form

it

should

take.

In

users should at all. times be aware of where they

have done,. and

whether' or not it

was successful.

The

user shoulld be given every opportunity to correct errors.

Operat r
should

be

workload.

one

dialogues.

of

the

the overall

9f

extending

it

the

in

of

potential

the

design

should be

is

a

as

well

single

sources arrives

shoulc•

be

organized

determining

the

as

of

workload

human-computer

increases in overload

to keep the

channel

minimize
in

defining

workload of the

operator's
one

device,

until processing

the

density

8

If

capacity

user

on

interactions
display

task

assumes

and

that

the

-information

from

can occur.

Data

scanning 'required

human-computer

information

the

requirements.

and is queued

to

considerations

operator

This includes consideration of the limited channel

human

various

for

tasks

to display terminal

operator

Workload

first

goal

within acceptable limits.

human

assessment

Because the probability of, human failure

situations,

capacity

An

of

have

screens,

the

user.

implications
providing

redundant

information

in multiple

size for a command lanrq~age,

channels,

determining

the

3ppropriate

etc.

9
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HUMAN-COMPUTER DIALOGUE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The dialogue design considerations summarized
report

deal

primarily

with

alphanumeric information.

human-computer

in Section

dialogues

in

II of this

the

form

of

Few guidelines dealing with graphic information

exist in the source documents used and, therefore, few are offered in this
compilation.

Additionally,

considerations dealing

no

with

based or other artificiai

effort

was

"intelligent"

intelligence

made

systems

to

that

techniques.

'include

user

incorporate

rule-

Although

it

is quite

desirable to design and develop computer systems that adapt to the skill
level of the user,

design considerations of this nature were not stressed

in the documents included in this summary.
compilation

is restricted

the- need
•dealing

clearly

with

exists

primarily
to

Consequently,

to alphanumeric

extend

and

adaptive human-computer

develop

systems

the following

informatio~n
design

displays;

considerations

and computer display

of

graphic information.
For organizational purposes,
seven

parts

organization,
command

as

shown

in

Table

dialogue modes,

processing,

the resulting compilation is divided into
2.

These

major

user input devices,

feedback

and

error

parts

include

data

command languages and

ma.nagement,

security

and

disaster prevention,, and multiple user communication.
Part

1 deals with data organization

in terms' of information coding,

information

density,

appropriate

formats for various types of data.

information

labeling,

display

screen

layout,

and

Part 2 deals with user

considerations that are specific to a particular' human-computer dialogue
mode.
initiated

Dialogue modes included
question-and-answer

are form-filling,
dialogues,

10

prompting or computer-

menu

selection,

command

languages, query languages,
query.

Part

devices
deals

3

involved
with'

includes

deals

the

input of

with

feedback,

system

the

with

defaults,

processing

command

feedback,

techniques

of

and

Part' 4

commands.

organization,

editor orientation,

and command operation.

feedback and error management.
dealing

concerning

information to 'the computer.

and

dealing

use of

command processing,

Considerations

!anguages

considerations

nomenclature,

with

in user

command

and restricted natural language for data base

user

It

command
control

of

Part 5 is concernei with

A broad renge of topics are included
error

help and documentation,

recovery,

user control of system

and computer aiding.

Part 6 covers

aspects of computer security requirements that impact the human-computer
interface.

Finally,

Part 7 deals with systems in which the computer must

coordinate the input of multiple users.

A major category in this area is

on-line message systems where the messages of one user must be buffered
to orevent interference with another user.
Each design consideration in Section II is succinctly stated under the
various classification
guidelines

under this organizational

importance.
after

The numbers oi

the, statement

listed-

of

each

The listings of design

structure are not given in order of

series of numbers appearing in parentheses,
design

co.nsideration

refer to the reports,

Table 1, in which the various design considerations were found.

Some
Section

headings listed in Table 2.

of

the

human-computer

dialogues

II are marked with an asterisk.

design

consideratiuns

in

Although the compilers of this

report did not evaluate the efficacy of the design guidelines, the resulting
compilation was reviewed by the TTCP UTP-4 Human Factors in Command
and

Control

Committee.

Whenever

11

a

member

of

that

committee- took

Table 2. Classification Scheme for User Considerations
-------------------------------------------------1. DATA ORGANIZATION
1.1 Information Coding
1.1.1 Color Codes
1.1.2 Shape Codes
.1.1.3 Blinking Codes
1.1.4 Brightness Codes
1 .1 .5 Alphanumeric Codes
1.2 information Density
1.3 Labelin1.4 Format
1.4.1 Prompts
1.4.2 Tabular Data
1.4.3 Graphics
1.4.4 Textual Data1.4.5 Numeric Data
1.4.6 Alphanumeric Data
1.5 Screen Layout
2. DIALOGUE MODES
2.0 Choice of Dialogue Mode
2.1 Form-Filling,
2.1.1 Default Values
2.1.2 Auditory Feedback
2.1.3 Form Layout
2.1.4 Data *Entry Procedures
2.1.5 Cursor Movement
2.2 Computer Prompting
2.3 Menu Selection
2.3.1 Order of Options
ý2.3.2 Selection Codes
2.3.2.1 Letter Codes
2.3.2.2 Number Codes
2.3.3 Menu Layout
2.3.4, Menu Content
2.3.5 Control Sequencing
2.4 Command 'Languages
2.5 Query Lanvguages
2..6 Restricted Natural Language
3. USER INPUT DEVICES
3.0 Data Entry Procedures
3.1 Selection of Input Device
3.2 Keyboards
3.2.1 Special Function Keys
3.2..2 Cursor Control
3.3 Direct Pointing Controls
3.4 Continuous Controls.
3.5 Graphics Tablets
.3.S3 Voice Analyzers
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4. COMMAND LANGUAGES AND COMMAND PROCESSING
4.1 Command Organization
4.2 Command Nomenclature
4.2.1 Abbi'eviations
4.2.2 Argument Formats
4.2.3 Separators/Terminators
4.3 Defaults
4.4 Editor Orientation
4.5 User Control
4.5.1 Command Stacking
4.5.2 Macros
4.5.3 immediate Commands
4.6 Command Operation
4.7 System Response Time
4.8 Special Commands
5. FEEDBACK AND ERROR MANAGEMENT
5.1 Feedback
5.1.1 Status Messages
5.1.2 Error Messages
5.1.3 Hard Copy Output
5.2 Error Recovery
5.2.1 Immediate User Correction
5.2.2 User Correction Procedures
.5.2.3 Metering and Automatic Error Checks
5.2.4 Automatic Correction
5.2.5 Stacked Commands
5.3 User Control
5.4 Help and Documentation
5.4.1 Off-Line Documentation
5.4.2 On-Line Documentation
5.5 Computer Aids
5.5.1 Debugging Aids
5.5.2 Decision Aids
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

.6. SECURITY AND DISASTER PREVENTION
Command Cancellation
Verification of Ambiguous or Destructive Actions
Sequence Controi
System 'Failures

7. MULTIPLE USERS
7.1 Separating Messages/Inputs
7.2 SeparatingWork Areas
7.3 Communications Record
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exception to a guideline,

felt it needed further explanation,

that it should be restricted to a specific set of conditions,
was marked with an asterisk to note that it had been
least one member of the committee.

or indicated
the guidaline

questioned by at

These evaluations are soleiy those of

the TTCP UTP-4 Committee and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
compilers of this report.
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1. DATA ORGANIZATION
The fi,.st set of user cons'iderat;ons in the design of human-computer
deais %.ith aspects of structuring

dialogues

The major topics of consideration

display in an interactive environment.
deal with
density

the methods

of coding

information

displayed,

of

information

-,-played,

considerations
screen.

information,

control

of

of the amount or
organize

the

various techniques for, formatting the display,

and

the

use

labeling

Lo

for the overall layout of information fields on the display

For additional information cn coding schemes applicable to human-

computer systems,
Barmack and
.and

on the computer

information

Prince

see Parrish,

Sinaiko (1966).
(1971)

provide

Munger,

Gates,
Foley

some

and Sidorsky (1981)

and Wallace

additional

(1974).,

information

Mai-tin
on

the

and

'1973),
us,=. of

graphics in human-computer communication.
These

design

considerations

are

presented

subheadings.
1.1 Information Coding
1.1.1 Color Codes
1.1.2 Shape Codes
1.1.3 Blinking Codes
1.1.4 Brightness Codes
1.1.5 Alphanumberic Codes
1.2 Information Density
1.3 Labeling
1.4 Format
1.4.1 Prompts
1.4.2 Tabular Data
1,4.3 Graphics
1.4..4 Textual Data,
1.4.5 Numeric Data
1.4.6 Alphanumeric Data
1.5 Screen Layout
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under

the

following

1. 1 Information Coding
Information coding should be used to discriminate among different
classes of items presented simultaneously on the display screen. (7)
Meaningful codes should be used when possible.
Codes should be
clear and consistent with the user's expectations. (1)
Highlighting should be used for critical information, unusual
items to be changed, items that have been changed, high
messages, the source of alarms, special function areas of the
errors in entry, warnings of consequences of commands, and

values,
priority
display,
targets.

(9)
If the type of information coding selected reduces legibility; is not
distinct, or increases transmission time, it should not be used. (9)
1. 1. 1 Color Codes
Color cocling should be used to highlight related data. which are
spread about the display.
Color coding may be used to locate
headings.
out-of-tolerance data,
newly entered data,
data
requiring immediate attention, etc. (1)
Color coding should be used for search tasks. (1,11)
References: Christ, 1975; Teichner, Christ, & Corso,

1977.

Information should not be coded solely by color if the
information will be accessed from monochromatic as well as color
terminals and/or when printed versioris will be made.
Where
both kinds of terminals may be in vse, 'color must be limited to
assisting
users of the color terminals without, sacrificing
information to the users of the monochromatic displays. (1)
*

Color. coding should allow for potential color-blindness or color
weakness (approxima+ely 89%of males).
Red is most likely to be
a problem. (1, 9)
Color should be used conservatively to avoid an appearance of
clutter. '(1)
Color coding should generally be limited to three
maximum is ten. (11)
Reference: Grether & Baker, 1972.
A maximum of eleven color codes should be used.
Reference: Barmack &, Sinaiko, 1966.

hues;

the

(3)

When characters are formed by a combination of primary colors,
color registration problems can occur, particularly near the
corners and edges of the display.
Color displays should be
adjusted periodically *to maintain proper registration of images.
When the display is out of adjustment, characters formed- by a
17
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combination of primary colors (pink, yellow, turquoise, and
white) may appear as characters in each of the component
primary
colors.
, Registration
problems
do
not apply
to
characters formed by a single primary color. (1)
In the selecticn of color. codes,
color meanings should be
considered because the color itself may convey information.
Example: red/danger, yellow/caution, and green/OK. (1)
Headings may be color coded in white if the table is so
complex that highlighting the headers will help the user.
Data
associated
with alarms,
undesirable
states,
or information
requiring immediate attention should be presented in pink.
Yellow may be used for hiojlighting related data which are
distributed .-bout the screen or for updates which should be
noticed.
User inputs should be color coded in turquoise (cyan)
because 'it has good brightness and no particular associated
meaning. (1)
*

Tie 'principal. color employed in display screens should be
green because it provides good contrast with the background, is
a primary color, and is consistent with the color generally
displayed by monochromatic displays. (1)
*

The blue and red usually used in color displays have low
brightness and should be avoided.
Characters should not be
displayed in blue, though it may be used for shading areas in a
graphic display. (1)
*

Each color code should be defined at the bottom of the data
display.. A color should be used for 'only one meaning. (i)
* The

definition for a color should be displayed
the defined color. (1)

in the hue 'of

.1.1.2 Shape Codes
Shape coding should be used in. search and identification tasks.

(1)

References: Christ, 1975; Greth'er & Baker,

1972.

A maximum of fifteen different shape codes should bp used.
Reference:

(3)

Barmack & Sinaiko, '1966.

1. 1.3 Blinking Codes
Blink coding should be used for alarms.. (9)
Blink coding should be used for coding in target detection tasks
particularly with high density displays.: (11)
Blink coding should
phosphor displays. (9)

*

not
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be

used

with

long

persistence

The user should be able to turn off the blinking.

(9)

* To avoid interference with reading performance,

the blink rate
should be such that the user can match his scan rate to the
blink rate. (1ii)
* To attract attention to urgent i.ems,

blink.ng should be on a
50 resec. (3)
of
duration
minimum
a
2-3 Hz cycle with
NOTE: Another refercnce suggested that a blink rate of 3-4 Hz
should be used. (11)
References: Sm-nith & Goodwin, 1971a, Vartabedian, 1970.
Although users can discriminate up to fou." different blink
blink coding
Srates, shouid probably be restricted to a binary
code (one flashing and one static). (3,11)
Reference: Barmack & Sinaiko, 1966.
1.41.

Brightness Codes
When an operation is to be performed on a single item on a
display, the item should be highlighted. (3)
On crowded displays, auxiliary codes such as dim labels and
bright data should be used tio distinguish the labels. (13)
The option(s) in a list selected by a user should be highlighted.
(3)
* No' more than 10% of the display should be highlighted at one

time. (9)
No more than three levels of brightness coding should be used.
(3, 9)
Maximum contrast should be provided between those items
highlighted and thosc not. This seems to be achieved best with
text by reversing the image (dark on a light background, for
example) of the item specified.' (3)
*

1.1.5 Alphonumeric Codes
Alphanumeric coding should be used when absolute idertificatic,•
is essential.
However, problems with alphanumeric codin!.
include confusability of similar symbols, providing space for the
symbols, and learning the meanings of symbols. (11)
References: Christ, 1975; Grether & Baker, 1972.
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1.2 Informotion Density

The number of items displayed simultaneously shouid be minimized.
As the number of displayed items increases,
so does the time
required by the user to detect and extract information that has.
changed.
One reference suggests that no more than 60% of the
(1,1,i1)
available character positions shouid be used.
References: Coffey, 1961; Pou;ton & Brown, 1963; Schutz, 1961;
Green, 1953; Sh~eiCs, 1950.
Only information
di.played. (1)

essential

to the

user's

current

needs

should

be

lIn-erii lata should automatically be removed from the screen once
they are no longer needed. (6, 8)
Users should have the capability to eliminate irrelevant items from the
display. 'Users should also be able to.reverse these decisions.. (11)
Reference: Stewart, 1974.
To zvod clutter, data should be presentec using spacing,
and columns to produce an orderly and legible display., (1)

grouping,.

1.3 Labeling
To make the display as meaningful as possible .nd to reduce user
memory requ'rements, every variable or col;-nn heading should be
labeled.
Distinct and meaningful names .should be selected to label
columns, of data. (1,3)
S"he units for every variable or column
s.hojld be m3rked. (1)

heading that is displayecd

Latels shoulr! Lae displayed in upper case only.

(3)

Laýý;is should have distinct and meaningful wording to distinguish
them from data, error messages, etc. Jargon should not be used in
labels. (0, 13)
Field labels should have a consistent format throughout the dialogue.
(13)
Items continued on the next page (scrolled) should
relative to the first item on the initial page. (1, 3)

be numbere-.

Every display frame, should have a unique ident .:ication to provide
a reference for use in requesting the display of that screen.
The
screen identification should be. an alphanumeric coae or abbreviation
which is prominently displayed in a consistent location.
It should be
short enough (3-7 characters) or meaningful enough to be learned
and remembered easily. (1)
*
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1.4 Format
The
MIM/DD/YY) should be used.
Standard data formats (e.g.,
military and, other special occupation groups have their own
Therefore, use standards appropriate for the intended
standards.
Formats should be changed only to differentiate similar tasks
users.
clearly. (3)
Identical data should be presented to the user in a s'iandlard and'
consistent manner, despite its origin or module. (3)
The same data formats should be used for related-input and output.
(13)
Formats for data entry should match the source document formats.
(1, 10, 13)
Essential data, text, or formats should always be under computer,
Never assume voluntary compliance by the user.
not user, control.
(3)
When meaningless arbitrary codes must be remembered or entered by
the user, they should be no longer than four alphabetic characters
or five digits. (1)
*Data

entries should not exceed 5-7 characters. (13)

When items longer than seven characters must be entered,
should be partitioned into smaller symbol groups. (13)

they

1. 4.1 Prompts
A special character car' be used to, denote an input prompt.,
Colons are commonly used for this purpose.
If possible, a
character which can be reserved to use only as an input prompt
and for, no other purpose during the transaction should be
selected. (1)
Input prompts should be clear and understandable. They should
not require reference to coding schemes or conventions which
may be unfamiliar to infrequent system users., (1)
*Highlighting

methods should be used to make prompts stand

Ott. (1)
Input prompts should be placed in a consistent screen location,
if possible. (1)
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1.4.2 Tabular Data
Data to be scanned and compared by the user should be
As _n option, the user
presented in graphic or tabular form.
(3)
shoLId be able to look at raw data.

*

Items in a list should each start on a new line.

(1)

Items in a list should be arranged in some recognizable and
sequential.
alphdbetical,
such as chronological,
useful order,
functional, frequency of use, or importance. (1)
For items in a list that will not be used for input
"bullets" may be used to enumerate the items. (1)
For rapid
vertically.

scanning,
lists should be left-justified
Subclasses can be indented. (3)

selection,

and

aligned

displays
should be broken
into blocks,
whe.iever
Tabular
possible.
Breaking tabular displays into blocks improves search
time. (11),
Reference: Cropper and Evans, 1968.
The computer should handle the left- or right-iustification of
data entries and the justification of numeric li-,ts on the decimal
point. (13)
When a list extends beyond the amount that can be shown
a short message should be provided
one display page,
indicate that the list is not complete. (1)

on
to

V.4.3 Graphics
*

Illustrations,

line drawings,

and

animation

should be

used to

Graphics are especially
supplement the explanations in the text.
useful for spatial visualization problems or where the problem to
multiple
interacting
dimensions.
Gr4phicai
be
solved
has
at least for the novice
dialogues are intrinsically motivating,
(3, 11)
'user.
The axes of graphs should always be labeled.

(6)

should be subdivided appropriately with
divisions of 1, 2, 5, or 10, not with 3, 7, or other numbers
(6)
obtained arbitrarily through division.
*.The

axes

of graphs

If trend lines are to be compared,
on a single-graph. (11)
Reference: Schutz. 1961.

multiple lines should -be used

Symbols should be designed with consideration of the graphic
conventions to which the us'er may be accustomed, while at the
same time being as economical as possible in the use of screen
space and image complexity. (8)
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Unnecessary ernamentation,
unwanted graphic patterns and
illusions, and flaws in alignment should be avoided in graphic
displdys. (8)
*

1.4.4 Textual Data
Active voice should be used, whenever possible. Active voice is
generally easier to understand than passive voice. (1)
If a sentence describes a sequence of events, the word order in
the sentence should correspond to the temporal sequence of
events. (1)
Short simple sentences should be used.

(1)

Sentences should begin with the main topic.
Statements should be made in the affirmative

(1)
(1)

Text should be displayed in a mixture of upper and lower case,
rather than in all upper case.
(1, 3)
Text should be left-justified.

(1,

3, 6, 9)

Paragraphs should be separated by at least one blank line. (3)
Hyphenation and unnecessary punctuation should be avoided.

3)

No punctuation should be used in abbreviations.

(1,

(3)

In presenting data on small display screens, no more than
50-55 characters per line should be displayed.
'On larger
display screens, text should be broken, into two or more columns
of 30-35 characters per line.
Columns should be separated by
at least 5 spaces if the text is not right-justified, otherwise by
3-4 blank spaces. (3)
*

1.4.5 Numeric Data
Long numeric fields should be punctuated with spaces, commas,
hyphens, slashes, or by whatever is appropriate.
Conventional
punctuation schemes are preferred; if, -none exists, a space
should be used between every third or fourth number. (1)
Lists of numbers without decimals should be right-justified.

(1,

6, 9),
Lists containing decimals should use decimal alignment.

(1)

* Dates should be entered in six digit code with field separators

built into the protected fields.
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(10).

If the digits 0-9 must be visually presented, display them in a 3
X 3 matrix, with zero at the center bottom of a fourth row,
similar to the 1-2-3 arrangement of the American touch-tone
telephone. (3)
Leading zeros should not be required in numerical data except
when needed for clarity.

(1,

3,

13)

1 .4.6 Alphanumeric Data
When a code consists of both letters and digits, eaci- character
type should be gricuped together and not interspersed. (1)
Strings of five or more alphanumerics should be 'grouped into
three or four characters where no natural split or predefined
break occurs or should begrouped at natural breaks. (3)
1.5 Screen Layout
The organization
of displayed
fields
should
be standardized.
Functional areas should remain in the same relative location on all
frames.
For example, functional -areas reserved for a particular kind
of data should remain in the same relative display location throughout
the dialogue. (1, 3, 9)
Data should be arranged in logical groups:
by importance, or by frequency. (1)

sequentially,

functionally,

* Data should be arranged on the screen so that the observation of
similarities, differences, trends, and relationships is facilitated for
the most common user.
(1)
*

The display should not be divided into many small windowvz.

(3)

The user should be permitted to divide the screen into windows or
functional areas of an appropriate size for the task. (8)
*

*

Dashed lines may be used to segment the display.

(6)

The. unused areas should be used to separate logical groups, rather
than having all the unused area on one side of the display. (1)

*

To discriminate among9different classes of information, 'the screen
should be functionally partitioned into different areas:
for example,
a main work area (20 lines), a preparation area (1-2 lines), a system.
facility indicator (1/2 Ine), a diagnostic area (1 line), and a fixed
response area (1-4 lines). (7)
*

The last four lines on each display page should be reserved for
messages, to indicate errors, communication links, or system status.
*

(10).
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When command language is used for control input, an appropriate
entry area should be prcvided in a consistent location on every
display, preferably at the bottom of the screen if the cursor can be
conveniently rr ;ved there. (13)
On large, unc.ittered screens, the display or functional areas should
On smaller
be separated by blank spaces (3-5 rows and/or columns).
and/or more sI:luttered screens, structure' can be defined by other
coding technic-ues, such as using different surrounding line types,
line widths, intensity levels, geometric shapes, color, etc. (3)
Displays should be designed so that information relevant to sequence
control should be distinctive in position and/or format. (13)
The home position
displays. (13)

for

the

cursor

should

be

consistent

across

Frequently appearing commands should appear in the same area of the
display at all times. (3)
To enhance important or infrequent messages, and alarms, they
should be placed in the central field of vision relative to the display
window. (3)
.Each display page should have a title that indicates the purpose of
*

the page. (10)
For example,
should stand out.
preceded by a row of asterisks. (1, 6)

*Instructions
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instructions may be

2.

six

DIALOGUE MODES

Design considerations

dealing with dialogue mode are organized

general

interaction

prompting,

types
menu

of

selection,

command

restricted natural language.

including

form-filling,

languages,

query

into

computer

languages,

and

Form-filling is a structured dialogue mode in

which the user provides information in designated fields on the interactive
display.

Considerations

values,

auditory

procedures,
Prompting

and

feedback
cursor

dialogue

query mode.

in

is

form-filling
to

the

movement
a

involve

user,
to

the

form

designated

computer-initiated,

choice

of

layout,
fields

rather

default

data
on

than

the

entry
form.

user-iniated,'

Men-it selection is a type of structured dialogue in which the

user must select among a -ariety of options.

User design considerations

include thWe order of options,

the selection of codes for the options,

display layout

the content of the menu,

of the menu,

sequence of the menu dialogue.
user to communicate with the
which specify

language

computer by providing

various functions to be performed.

specialized command
base.

Command

languages

used to retrieve

and

the

the control

dialogues allow the
specific commands

Query
information

languages are
from a data

Restricted natural language is the most unstructured dialogue and

it used as a flexible method to query a data base.

Although sentence-like

commands are used, vocabulary size and/or syntax may be restricted.
The design considerations

related to dialogue mode are presented in

this part under the following headings and subheadings.
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.2.0 Choice of Dialogue Mode
2.1 Form-Filling
2.1 1 Default Values
2.1.2 Auditory Feedback

I

2.1.3 Form Layout

2.1.4 Data Entry Procedures
2.1.5 Cursor Movement
2.2 Computer Prompting
2.3 Menu -Selerctioni
2.3.1 Order of Options
2.3.2 Selection Codes

I
I

2.3.2.1 Letter Codes
2.3.2.2 Number Codes
2.3.3 Menu Layout

2.3.4 Menu Content

2.3.5 Control Sequencing
2.4 Command Languages
2.5 Query Languages
2.6 Restricted Natural Language

I2

20Choice of Dialogue Mode
A consistent dialogue Mode for *a given equipment configuration
should be used even when the equipment may be used for various
applications. This per'mits standards to be drawn up for the various
software dlesigners who will work on developing support software and
provides a consistent environment for the user. (6)
Choice of an appropriate dialogue mode should be based on user
characteristics, skill, and -training., If user characteristics are
variable, a variety of dialcgue types should be prov"Ided. (13)
appropriate degree of dialogue flexibility sho uld be chosen.
Highly flexible dialogues have been. found to help very experienced
computer users but to 'degrade performance of moderately experienced
computer users to a significant, degree, especially by increasing error
rates. (11)
*References: Walther, 1973'; Walther &O'Neil,
1974; Eason, 1976;
Stewart, 1976; Carlisle, 1974.
*An

2. 1 Form-Filling
A form-filling dialogue should be selected when flexibility in data
entry (optional items) is needed, the- users will have only a moderate
amount of training, and the computer response time may be slow. (6-,
'13)
A form-filling dialogue should be used wh'en the user is typing in
commands which have been written or typed previously on a hard
copy form. (9)
*A
form-filling dialogue should not be used when the computer must
handle multiple form types and the computer response time is slow.
In this situation it will take too long to display the different forms
when the user must shift among forms.' (9)
*A
form-filling dialogue is n'ot 'as flexible as, a branching tree of
questions, and error correction procedures may be difficult. (6)

2. 1.1 Default. Values
Currently
defined
default
values
should
displayed
automatically in their appropriate, data fields with the initiation
of a data entry transaction~. (13).
'be.

User acceptanice of' stored data 'or default values should, be
accomplished by a simple means such as by a single c'onf irmi ng
keystroke. (13)
The user should be able to, replace any default value *during a
particular transaction' without changing the current default
definition. (13)
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2. 1.2 Auditory Feedback
An auditory signal should be used to alert the user that an
attempt has been made to enter data into a blank area rather
than an entr-y field. (13)
2.J.3 Form Layout
A standard input form should be used. (9)
The image of the formn on the display screen should look 'ike the
hard copy input form. (9)
Field labels should consistently indicate what data items are to
be entered. (13)
Optional
entries
should
be
distinguished from
required
information. When an input is optional, a default value, if any,
should be displayed. (1', 10, 13)
Input fields should be defined by implicit cues, such as
underscores for maximum field length or colons for format,
whenever possible. (1, 3, 13)
Seei also: Paragraph 1.5, Screen layout.
2. 1.4 Data Entry Procedures
bata entry by overwriting a set of characters
confusing andl should not be used. (6)

in a 'field is

When data other than text are to be entered into a computerbased form, the data should be entered by 'replacement of a
special character such as underscores in a defined data field.
(13)
*To

reduce user waiting time, user entries should be collected

ini a buffer and the entire form should be updated at one time..

(3)
When multiple items will be entered, by a skilled typist, each
entry field should end with an extra blank to permit consistent
use of the tab key to move to the next field. (10, 13)
When an item' len9th,is variable, the starting position should be
defined with a special character or the cursor. (3)
With variable length entries-, the user should not have to leftor right~justify data entries within the field. (1, 13)'
When an item length is variable, the user should not have to
r'emove any unused underscores. (1,' 3, 13)
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When a dimensional unit is consistently associated with a
particular entry field, the unit should be displayed as part of
When the
the fixed label rather than entered by the user.
dimensional unit varies for a given field, it should be provided
by the user. (13)
When required data entries have not been entered by the user
but can be deferred, their omission should be indicated and
either immediate or delayed input of the missing items should be
When entry of a requred data item is deferred, the
allowed.
user should enter a special symbol in the field to indicate that
been temporarily omitted rather than
the missing item 'has
ignored. (13)
Item-by-item prompting for form-fijling is very slow and should
be employed only with novice or infrequent users. (6)
If no source document exists, data entry should be in a logical
sequence, or all required fields should be filled before all
optional fields. (13)
2,1.5 Cursor Movement
* Form-filling usually requires cursor manipulation by the user.

Entry prompts should be arranged to minimize the requirements
for cursor positioning. (1,6)
the need for cursor movements the entry fields
should be aligned. (1, 3)
* To' minimize

For minimal cursor movement all entry areas should be aligned at
the left side of the screen. (6)
Easy cursor movement should be employed for movement from
field-to-field as well as from Ii e-to-fine and character positionto-character 'position.' (9)
Non-entry areas of the displa
the user via the cursor. (13)

should be made inaccessible to

2.2 Computer Prompting
Computer-initiated question-and-ans er dialogues should be used for
routine data entry tasks, when the data items are known and their
order is constrained, when the computer response is fast, and when
naive users are involved. (6, 9, 11, 13)
Computer-initiated question-and-answer dialogues should be used
when the information to be obtained cannot be placed on a list or
easily encoded. (9)
*

Computer-initiated question-and-answer dialogues -should riot be used
for frequent, or experienced users o computer systems because there
30

is little flexibility in the sequence of operation and the dialogue can
be lengthy and often slow.
However, Ramsey and Atwood indicate
that this principle is a widespread belief with no empirical support.
(11)
Computer prompting can be used to supplement other dialogue mrodes.
(13)
question -and -answer dialogues an example of the correct syntax
for each response should be given to the user, whenever possiDle.
(9)
*In

*In
question -and-answer dialogues an example of the appropriate
content for each response should be given, to the user, whenever
possible. (9)

2.3 Menu Selection
A menu selection dialogue should be used when the command set is so
large that users are not likely to be able to commit all the. commands
to memory. (9)
Menu di'alogues should be used where at least some of the users may
not be familiar with all the functions of the system. (9)
Menu selection should be considered. for routine tasks with fixed
procedures requiring only minimal entry of arbitrary data. (7, 13)
Because little training is required for menu selection dialogues, they
shc~uld be considered for inexperienced users. (9)
A menu selection dialogue should not be used when the transmission
rate will be less than 1200 baud.
Relatively fast computer response
time is required for menu selection dialogues 'because the menu
options must be transmitted and displayed for each selection. (9, 131)
Menu selection as a supplementary dialogue can be helpful when the
command set is large. (9)
When menu selection is used to train novices to use a 'command:
language, the wording and o-der should be consistent with the
command language. (13)
2.3.1- Order of Options
Menu items should be ordered
logical structure. (10, 13)
Reference: Palme,, 1975.
Dependent or
together. (3)

mutually

in the list on the basis of a

exclusive options should
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be grouped

I
Related options should be grouped from general to specific.

9)

(3,

If the list has no logical structure, then items should be ordered
according to a ranking of their expected frequen.,y of use. (3,
10, 13)
If the list contains logical subunits, these subunits should be
ranked in expected frequency oaf use and ordered accordingly.

(10)

* In long li-ts (more than seven items) or where there is little.
differenc.e in frequency of use of the options, the selections
should be placed in alphabetic order. (3)
2.3.2 Selection Codes
When options can be selected by coded entry, the code
associated with each option should be included on the display in
some consistent, identifiable manner. (13)
2.3.2.1 Letter Codes
If menu selections must be made by keyed codes, options
should be coded by the initial letter or first several letters
of their displayed labels rather than by more arbitrary
numeric codes. , Exception: selection from long lists of
options where line number might be an acceptable code
alternative to keying entire item (13)
If letter codes are used for menu selection, they should be
used consistently throughout the dialocue. (13)
Reference:, Palme, 1979.
* NOTE: Several other references zuggested that numbers;
not letters or bullets, should be used, to list selectable
items. (1, 3)
2,3.2.2 Number Codes
* Menu

zero.

(3,

items, should be numbered beginning with one., not
10)

* A period should be used

after the item selection number
and at the end of the sentence. (1, 3)

* At least one blank should J! i

number and the text descriptor.

used between the selection
(3)

* Selection numbert should -be right-justified. (1, 3)
* However,
another reference suggested that selection

numbers should be left-justified.
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(10)

2.3.3 Menu Layout
Compatible formats, terminology, and selection
be used at all levels of the dialogue. (3, 13)

ordering

should

* Each menu frame should present a set of selectable items and a

space for entering the item selected.

(10)

The field for entering the selection code should be separated.
from the menu items by at least one blank line. (10)
Each page of options should have a title that reflects
-question for which an answer is sought. (1, 3)
*

* Directions to the user; when

the list of choices.
If the menu items
appropriate,
menu
columns. (10)

provided,

the

should always precede

(3)
are brief and
items may be

if it seems to be logically
arranged in two separate

* If two columns of options are used,

on the screen should be balanced.

the location of the columns

(10)

When the number of selections can fit on one page in no more
than two columns, a simple menu should be uied. (9)
If the selection options exceed two columns,
multiple step
(hierarchic) menus should be used.
Because multipage option
lists will oonerally hinder learning and use, multipage menus
should not oe used. (3, 9, 10, 13)
If the
should
frames,
.(1, 3,

selection list 'exceeds
10-15 items, then the designer
consider reorganizing the list into two separate menu
maintaining the logical organization within the hierarchy.
10, 13)

When the user must step through a sequence of menus to make a
selection, the hierarchic structure should be designed, insofar
as possible within the constraints of display space, to minimize
the number of steps required. (13)
Displayed menu lists should be formatted to indicate the
hierarchic structure of logically related groups of options rather
than as an undifferentiated string of alternatives. ('213)
If selection items have been grouped, a label should be given to
each group. (13)
When hierarchic, menus are provided, the user should be given
some displayed indication of current position in the menus
structure. (13)
* Selection codes should each be presented on a singie iine.
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(10)

When control inputs will be selected from a discrete set of
options, then the menu of options should be displayed at the
Lif-fi of seiection. (13)
A standard location for the user to enter the
selected item should be provided. (13)
The selection area
users. (13)

should

be

prominently

codp for the

labeled

for novice

*if
meoiu options are included as a portion of a display intended
also for data review and/or data entry, the display~ed labels for
control input should incorporate some~ consistent distinguishing
feature to indicate their special function. (13)
*Only

one user entry should be required per menu.

(6, 1(', 13)

Menus should be presented successively in the same area of the
display rather~than simultaneouisly in different areas. (11)
Reference: Ramsey, unpublished study.
When selection amorg disp~layed options is to be accomplished by
pointing,, the cursor should be placed automatically on the first
(most likely) option at initial display generation. (13)
When selection among displayed options is to be accomplished by
keyed entry of a corresponding code, the cursor should be
positioned automatically at the first character of the choice entry
line (first unprotected field). (10, 13)
2.3.4 Menu Content
A displayed menu should include only options appropriate at that
particular step in the transaction sequence, and for the
particular user.
However, menu displays for & system still
under development might indlicate future options not yet
implemented, but those options should be specially designated in
some way. (13)
The displayed m~enu should include all options but, only the
appropriate options for a particular step. (11, -13)
Reference: 'Baker* G Goidstein, 1966.
Whenever possible, the number of alternatives should be
limited to 5-9 items. To increase the accuracy of' comprehension
of previously. learned. items within a new list, selections should
be limited to 4-6 items. (3)
*I

Control options' that are generally available at any step in a
transaction sequence may be treated as implicit options and need
not be included in a Menu of options. Frequently usod implicit
options should be input by special function keys, others by
coded command entry, (13)
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The wording of menu items should reflect the curren~t concerns
and likely questions of the user at that step in the transaction.
(13)
Menu items should be worded so as to permit direct selection of
an option as an acceptable. control input' either by pointing or
by code entry. Options should not be worded so as to imply a
question requiring a yes/no answer. (10,13
2.3.5 Control Sequencing
If the user population is variable, various menus with different
levels of detail should be provided. (9)
Multiple
paths
to
accommodate
both
experienced
and
inexperienced
users
should be provided.
For example,
experienced users should be able-to bypass the menu hierarchy
and directly access a given menu by entering its page number
or identification code. (1)
Menu frames should be sequenced in an order dictated. by the
logical flow of the user's analysis of the trar'saction. In some
cases this will mean holding choices in computer memory within a
transaction until the choice *is relevant to later menu branching
or to selection, of an input or output frame. (10)
An initial menu of 'control options shou~ld always be available for
user selection to serve as a consistent starting point for control
inputs at the beginning of a transaction sequence. (10, 13)
The user should always have immediate- access
frequently accessed options. (13)

,to

critical or

*Menu
selections f 'rom the user should be accepted in either
abbreviated or complete form. (1)

Users should be able' to enter aseries of menu' selections
(command stack) to s~peed the dialogue by avoiding the need to
display each menu. (3, 10. 13)
Reference: Palm., 1979..
When an. error occurs in a menu command stack, the computer
should -proceed as far as possible and then give a message
indicating where it stopped 'processing and which commands
could not, be processed. (10)
Command stacking must be available when system response time
'is such that over 2 seconds is required! to display a menu. (9)

2.

Command Latiguages
Command language dialogues should be considered for sophisticated
users working with a system having a large number of capabiiities.

(9)
Command language dialogue should be considered for tasks involving
a wide range of user inputs which may be entered in an arbitrary
sequence, where users may be highly trained in the interests of
achieving efficient performance, and where computer response is
Command languages should be
expected to be relatively fast.
(6, 11, 13)
concise, precise, powerful, and flexible.
Command languages are inappropriate for most users who have not
been trained to use them and do not wish to be (managers, general
public, administrative staff). (6)'
See also: Part 4,

Command languages and' command processing.

2.5 Query Languages
Query language dialogue should be ,considered as a specializ ed
subcategory of general command language for tasks emphasizing
unpredictable information retrieval (as in many analysis and plahning
tasks), with moderately trained users and fast computer response.

(13)
If the user population is diverse, a partitioned query language may
be appropriate where the easier "layers" art intended for users of
(2, 11)
limited computer sophistication.
Reference: Reisner, 1977.
With query languages the user's perception of the data base should
be sufficiently structured so as to enable rapid identification of those
parts in which the user is interested. (2)
The organization of the data. base should match
perceived to' be natural by the users. (2)
Reference: Codd, 1974.

the organization

Query lar.guages 'should minimize the use of' quantification terms such
as some or all. (2)
2.6 Restricted Naturol Language
Quasi-natural language should be considered when one cannot teach a,
Restricted syntax or vocabulary size does not hinder
command set.
.problrem formulation. (2)
References: Gould, Lewis, & Becker, 1976; Kelley, 1975.
Restricted natural k,,nguage dialogue should be considered when
unsophisticated users must use a system with a moderate' number of
functions. (9)
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-

- - - - -

-

-

*Restricted
natural language dialogue should be used when the set
of commands can be made to reflect usage of common English language
terms. (9)
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3. USER INPUT DEVICES
Various user considerations are appropriate to determine the device
by which

the

user

makes

a dialogue entry

to the

computer.

The

guidelines presented in this sectioni are concerned with the selr~ction of an
input device, keyboard considerations for special function keys and cursor
conitrol, the use of pointing controls such as light pens and touch panels,
the use of continuous controls such as. trackballs and joysticks, the choice
of graphic tablets for graphical dat a entry, and considerations for voice
input.
The following headings and subheadings are used to organize user
considerations concerning user input devices.
3.0 Data Entry Procedures
3.1 Selection of Input Device
3.2 Keyboards
3.2.1 Special Function Keys
3.2.2 Cursor Control
3.3 Direct Pointing Controls
3.4 Continuous. Controls
3.5 Graphics Tablets
3.6 Voice Analyzers
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3.0 Data Entry Procedures
The format,
Procedures for entering data should be standardized.
iocatiui),
9f'afrnatical structure, 'and input mode should be as
(1)
consistent as possible throughout the system.
Data should be entered in units which are most familiar to the user.

(1)

When longer items must be entered, the item should be partitioned
into shorter symbol groups for data entry ard display. (13)
The user should not be required to re-enter parameters that have
not changed since the previous interaction. (1, 3)
The system should prompt for incorrect or missing data only.
user should not have to re-enter the entire command string. (3,

The
1.3)

memory load, the user should be allowed to,
enter highly 'familiar or redundant portions of a long list last.
However, the sequence should not violate functional requirements
(3)
(e.g., initial keying of area codes in telephone numbers).
* To reduce short-term

The user should not be required to enter data already known by the
necessary for security,
system.
Only data that are unknown,
ambiguous,, or required for verification should be entered by the
user. (1, 3, 10, 13)
The user should not be required to remember information not
The user should not have tu
displayed on the current screen.
decide what action to take from memory. (1)
The user should not have to enter information
the system, such as the current date. (1, 13)
The user should not
numbers. (13)

have to

re-enter

already available to

repetitive data or calculate

3. 1 Selection of Input Device
Whenever possible, a single entry device should be used to eliminate
time spent switching among devices. (3, 11, 13)
References: Earl & Goff, 1965; Card, English, F, Burr, 1978.
Data entry mode should be shifted as few times as possible.
When data entry is a significant, 'task function,
accomplished via the user's primary display. (13)
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it

(6, 13)
should

be

3.2 Keyboards
The amount of typing required should be minimized by using
numbered lists and abbreviations when that can be done without
ambiguity. (3)
3.2. 1 Special Function Keys
When keyboard data entry is needet
as well as position
designation, keyboard special function k-..'s should be used for
cursor control. (7, 13)
Special function keys should be used to minimize the dialogue
needed. (9)
Special function keys should be used where a command language
is limnited and is dominated by commands rather 'than parameter
values. (6, 11)
Special function keys should be used for critical inputs to avoid
syntax errors and minimize input time. (13)
For time consuming, complex, or repetitive interactions special
function keys should be provided (e.g., NEXT PAGE, BACKUP,
CONTINUE, HELP, OPTIONS, and HARD COPY).
(1, 6, 13)
A special function key should be provided for users to turn off
noncritical alarms. (13)
User confirmation of a 'control input or data entry should be
accomplished with an explicitly labeled CONFIRM function key.
Confirmation shou~ld not be accomplished by pushing some other
key twice. (13)
A, DITTO key should be provided to facilitate the entry of
duplicative data, particularly when vertical repetition of entries
is frequent. (13),
Function key assignments should be displayed -at
preferably through direct marking. (1, 9)

all

times,,

If the uses of. the keys vary across users, key caps or other
overlays should be used to differentiate the functions of the
special keys. (1, 9)
If a key is ,u sed for different functions depending upon the
defined operational mode, then atternate self -illuminated labels
should be provided to indicate which function is current. (13)
*Speci 'al function -keys'
should be physically marked with
functional labels (command labels) so that there will' be no
confusion as to their use. (13)
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If direct marking or the use of overlays is not possible, the
assigned key functions should be displayed on the screen. (1,
13)
Once a key has been assigned a given function, it should not be
reassigned to a different function for a given user. (1, 13)
Special function keys not needed for current inputs should be
temporarily
disabled
under computer c-ontrol. ,Mechanical
overlays manipulated by the user should not be used for this
purpose. (10, 13)
Special function keys should not be shifted characters. (3, 13),
Fixed function keyboards should be considered when there is a
small command set to be employed by naive users. (9)
The function keys should be back lighted when enabled if they
are not always active. (9)
Special function keys should require only a single activation to
accomplish their function and should not take on* different
functions with repeated activation. (13)
3.2.2 Cursor'Control
Cursor control dialogues should be u-ed for systems which have
interactive graphics as their primary purpose, but which must
use menu selection at some points.. (9)
*The cursor should be able to move across the screen rapidly.
Positioning of the cursor from any one point on the screen to
another should not take more than 0.5 second for every 23-30
cm (9-12 inches) travel in any direction. (3)

The rate of control movement shoul~d be compatible with, the
positioning accuracy dlesired.ý (3)
The cursor should not drift. (3)
When cursor positioning is incremental by discrete steps, the
step size of cursor movement should be consistent in the vertical
and horizontal axes. (13)
When displayed character size is variable, incremental cursor
positioning should have a 'step size corresponding to the
currently selected. character size. (13)
If proportional spacing is used for displayed text, the software
should adjust the cursor movement automatically when the cursor
is being positioned for data entry or data change. (13)
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*When using cursor control dialogues, the target for the cursor
should be at least ten times the size of the positioning accuracy
required for interactive graphics or 0.6 cm (1/4 inch) square,
whichever is smaller. (9)

The cursor should not obscure any other character displayed in
the position designated by the cursor. (13)
When fine accuracy of positioning is required, the cursor should
include 'a point designation feature.
Accuracy with cursor
positioning is usually limited to one character. (3, 13)
entry of a designated position should occur by an
explicit user action distinct from cursor placement. (13)
*Actual

When multiple cursors are used (e.g., one for alphanumeric
entry and one for tracking), they should be distinct -from one
another. (13)
If multiple cursors are controlled
should be a clear indication to
currently under control. (13)

by the same device, there
the user which cursor is

If multiple cursors are separately controlled by different
devices, their controls-should be compatible in operation. (13)
See also: Part 7, Multiple users,.
3.3# Direct Pointing Controls (Light Pens/Touch Panels)
Direct pointing controls, rather than cursor controls, should be used
when item selection or position designation is the primary type .of
data entry. (3,, 11, 13)
References: Earl & Goff, 1965; Goodwin, 1975.
light pen should be used' for gross 'drawin~g
moving objects. (3)
*A

or for 'tracking

*A light-pen dialogue should be used where the operators are likely
to be unfamiliar with the commands and function-'of the system. (9)

A light pen shoivid not be used for precision control. A light -pen
lacks 'precision rr~ntrol because of the pen's aperture, distance from
the display surf~vte, and, parallax. (3),
*Because it may be awkward or difficult to use, a light pen should
not be used with left-handed operators. (3)

The area in which an item is selectable should be as large 'as
possible. The user should be able to specify a word or number by
selecting anywl.r'e within the area of that word or number and also
in the area surrounding that choice. (3)
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The selectable area should be as large as possible, including 3t least
the size of the displayed label plus one-half a characters dkistan;c- i311
around the label, (13)
If a light pen is to be used continuously for more than 15 minutes
or more than once every 5 minutes, the display screen should be
placed in a horizontal or nearly horizontal position so that the uSer
does not tire. (9)
*

3.4 Continuous Controls
Continuous position designation should be accomplished by continuous
controls.
(13)
A
A trackball should be considered to draw straight lines or circles.
trackball is superior to a light pen or joystick to draw straight lines
or circles. (11)
Reference: l,-ving, Horinek, Walsh, & Chan, 1976.
When direction designation is based on graphic representation, then
some "analog" means of entry should be provided such as a rotary
control. (13)
Reference: Smith, 1962.,
a text display, as in
A mouse is faster and
text editing, a mouse should be considered.
more accur'te than cursor control-keys or special function tab-keys.
* To select particular words or characters frosi.

(11)
Reference:

Card,

English,

G Burr,

1978.

3.5 Graphics Tablets
A stylus with graphics tablet should be used for graphic entry.
However, recognition of hand printed characters by the system is
very slow (fewer than 40 characters per minute) as compared with
typewriter entry (averaging 200 characters per minute). (3, 7)
The g'raphics tablet should be at least as large as the graphics
screen (minimum 1:1 mapping).

(3)

3.6 Voice Analyzers
Voice input should be
(9)
already occupied.

considered

when

the hands, and

input should not be 'used when the ambient
exceeds 90 dbA unless special provisions are made. (9)
* Voice
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eyes
noise

are
level

4. COMMAND LANGUAGES AND COMMAND PROCESSING
A major source of dialogue in interactive computer systems is the use
of commands given to the computer by the human.
the

design

of

these

command

languages

User considerations in

include

the

number

and

organization of the commands; command nomenclature inciJding abbreviated
command

names,

argument

formats,

and

separators

and

terminators;

standard default values for command arguments; use of command languages
for text editing; user control of commands in the form of multiple command
inputs

(command

stacking),

labeled command

sequences

commands

that

(immediate

commands);

execution;

and the use of special commands for

execute

immediately
the

and

acceptable

supersede

system

(macros),

other

response

for

and

commands
command

moving and, scrolling

displayed informat~on.
The organization

used in this section for the compilation of user

considerations is asfollows.
4.1 Command Organization
4.2 Command Nomenclature
4.2.1 Abbreviations
4.2.2 Argument Formats
4.2.3 Separators/Terminators
4.3 Defaults
.4.4 Editor. Orientation

4.5 User Control
4.5.1 Command Stacking
4.5.2 Macros
4.5.3 Immediate Commands
*4.6 Command Operation
System Response Time
4.8 Special Commands

-4.7
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4.1Command Organization
The number of
minimized. (4)

commands

in

the

command

language

should

be

A small number of commands with many possible arguments should be
used,
Most users use only a small subset of commands because
command organization makes it difficult for users to recall more
powerful commands. (7, 11)
Reference: BQies, 1974; Kennedy, 1974.
Multiple commands for the same function should not be available. (4)
NOTE: Another reference indicated that command synonyms should be
-permitted where various users may use different terms to mean the
same thing. (9)
*

*

Use of quantifiers and logical operators in a command language should
be avoided. If quantifiers and logical operators are essential, expect
Quantification information
many errors and provide good feedback.
can be obtained by prompting the user from a menu. (2, 6)
Reference: Thomas, 1976.
The data base should be organized in a way perceived as natural by
the user. (2)
References: Do-rding, Becker, '&,Gould, 1977; Codd, 1974.
In information retrieval systems, commands for global retrieval of
related information should be available. Global commands should be
provided only for data that are normally retrieved together. (2)
Reference: Potash, 1979.
The number of command modes in a command language should be
minimized to avoid errors related to forgetting which mode you are
in. (8)
.2Command

Nomenclature

Particularly with unsophisticated users, command
reflect common ianguage (e.g., English) usage. (9)
*Key
Words should
req u ired. (1, 4)'-

be short to minimize the

names

should

amount of typing

* Dist'inct command names should be used. Semantically similar names,
such as SUM and COUNT, should not be used.. (1, .2, 11, 13)
References: Gould &, Ascher', 1975.
*Command names for interactive and noninteractive languages should
* be identical. (3)

All words in a command language should be consistently used and
standardized in meaning from one transaction to another and from one
~task to another. (1, 3, 13)
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The words chosen for a command language should reflect the user's
point-of-view and not the programmer's, correspond consistently. with
the user's operational language, and incorporate whatever jargon is
common on the job. (3, 13),
All upper case or all lower case letters should be used within a code
that-is made up of more than one letter. (1)
Command names should be selected to minimize possible, errors that
could occur when misspellings prr-duce valid command names. (1)
A command language should provide flexibility.
For example, a user.
should be permitted to assign personal names to files as well as
frequently used command sequences, (13)
'.2. 1 Abbreviations
Users should have the option to enter either full command names or
abbreviations. (1)
* Users should be allowed to define data-entry codes.

(9)

Punctuation should not be used in abbreviations. (1, 3)
Simple truncation should be used to abbreviate comman;d names.
Novice users can type ;n the entire command, while experienced
users can truncate it.
')
Reference: Moses & P;,:1979.
Contractions should not be used on electronic displays. (1)
Abbreviations
term. (1, 2)

should be considerably

shorter than the original

Abbreviations should be mnemonically meaningful. (1, 2,•10)
Abbreviations should be dist'nctive to avoid confusion.

(1, 13)

The user.should-be -permitted to enter the full command name or an
abbreviation.
Allowing abbreviated command input is important to.
the experienced user. (1, 9)
Abbreviated..

command

input

should

be

consistent

*

with

unabbreviated command input. (1, 11)
Each word should have only one acceptable abbreviation.

(1)

Abbreviations should .be used to supply commands for writing
programs.
The computer should supply the -full command and
prompt for arguments or use defaults. (7)
Abbreviations should be permitted in text processing and expanded
later. by the computer. (7)
Reference: Schoonard , Boies, 1973.
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* When alphabetic data-entry is required,

restricted alphabetic sets
sho.ld not be used.
To resolve any input ar' :-uities resulting
from hardware limitations on alphabetic sets, sco. ,are should be
provi<decd to interrogate the user.
(13)
Reference: Smith & Goodwin, 1971b.
Abbreviations the user is
should not be used just
display. (1)

not likely to understand
to make room for more

or remember
data on the

Autocompletion of command names by the computer should not be
used. (2)
References: Reisner, 1977; Fields, Maisano, & Marshall, 1978.
4.2.2 Argument Formats
Keyword argument fcrmats in which both the argument and its
value are specified should be used.
Positional argument. formats in
which argument values must be specified in a given order impose a
greater memory load and result in more errors. (7, 11)
References: Weinberg, 1971; Heafner, 1975.
Argument menus should be used tu construct commands- when the
commands have many often-used arguments. (11)
With a. relatively small set of, alternatives, an argument list (menu)
should be provided to select missing information.

(7)

4.2.3 Separators/Terminators
Insofar as possible, the user should not be required to provide
punctuation in command entries. (13)
A standard delimiter, preferably a slash (/), should be used.

(13)

If a 'delimiter is required to distinguish optional parameters, or the
separate keyed entries in a stacked command, a standard symbol
should be used consistently for that purpose, preferably 'the same
symbol (slash) used -co separate a series of data entries. (3, 13)
NOTE: Another reference suggested that a semicolon (;) be used
as the delimiter between stack I commands. (1)
In a text-processing environment with a sentence
special sentence separators should be used. (7)

orientation,

Neither the user nor the computer program should have to
distinguish between single and multiple r'lanks in a command entry.
(13)
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4,.3 Def cuits

Default values should be used to rEduce operator workload. (11)
The user shculd select default values if the system designer cannot
select appiropriate levels. (13)
Use of default values promotes natural and concise dialogue. (6,
Reference: Guib & Weinberg, t77.
Defaults should be used between
commands, supply missing arguments,
when the arguments are given. (7)
*

11)

commands to supply missirnor suppty a missing command

A profile of the user shoulc: be employed to set up defaults for
program processing to match the language the user generally
employs. (7)
*

The system should show the predefined default value,
should actively indicate acceptance of the default. (3)

and the user

4.4 Editor Orientatio,'
For editing programs, a line editor orientation is appropriate.. (7)
In text-processing environments, sentences, not lines,
returned to the user. (7)
Reference: Stone & Webster Engineering, 1973.

shou!d

be

In text editing the user should be able to search for synonyms
and/or logical relations. (7)
References: Burton, 1974; Skinner, 1972; Mittman & Borman, 1975;
Donzeau-Gouge, Huet, Kah,, Lang, & Levy, 1975; Kruskal, 1976;
Wilks, 1973; Sauvain, 1971.
A scheme to number the lines in a program file should be provided
for ease in editing and to permit commur.ication between processors so
that the line numbers are consistent in error messages. (7)
Scrolling should not be used when the user must discern a pattern.
Scrolling is acceptable for locating an item in a list. (3)
4.5 User Control
The user should be able to manipultte data without concern for
internal storage and retr~sval mechanisms of the system. (13)
If control input is accomplished by command entry, then the user
should have some consistent means to request prompting for options
oil control parameter values not already shown on the display. (13)
The sequence of transa-tion selections should generally be dictated
by the user's choices -and not by internal computer-processing
constraints. (10, 13)
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The user should be able to make at least some sequence control
inputs directly at any step in a transaction sequence without having
to return to a general options display. k13)
'4. 5. 1 Command Stacking

Whenever possible, stacking of input or multiple entries should be
allowed.
This permits experienced users to work ahead* (1)
When command entries are prompted automatically,
experienced
users should be able to use command stacking to bypass the
prompts. (13)
In command, stacking, the user's. inputs should be in the same
order as they would normally be made in a succession of separate
command entry actions.
(3, 13)
Stacked

comm3nds

number.

(3)

should

be

entered

by key word

not selection

4.5.2 Macros
To reduce the number of keystrokes required, users should be
allowed to use user-defined macros (labeled command sequences)
for frequently used command sequences. (9, 13)
4.5.3 immediate Commands
An immediate command to cancel or abort an unwanted sequence or
,a well-defined
transaction sequence
of -commands
should be
provided. (13)
The sys~tem
should provide the capability to stop ongoing
processing and return control to the user at any time with the .use
of immediately processed commands. (1, 10, 13)
Differently named opt'ons siould
be provided to accomplish
different degrees 'of iaiterruption in sequence control.
The, user
should not have to push a single special function key a specific
number of' times to obtain a particular level of interruption in
sequence control. (13)
Interrupting system processing
lead to a menu of options.
(6)

by use of the ATTN

key should

If appropriate to sequence control, a RESTART opteonr should be
provided which will have the consistent effect of returning to the
first display in a defined transaction sequence, permitting the user
to review a sequence of 'entries and make necessary changes.
RESTART implies cancellation of any interim entries made in a
pending transaction. (13)
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If appropriate to sequence control, a BACKUP option should be
provided which will have the consistent effect of returning to the
display entered in the last previous transaction.
BACKUP implies
cancellation of any interim entries made in a pending transaction.
(13)
If appropriate to sequence control, a CANCEL option should be
provided which will have the consistent effect of regenerating the
current display without processing any interim changes made by
the user. (13)
If appropriate to sequence control,
an END option should be
provided, which will have the consistent effect of concluding a
repetitive transaction sequence'and returning control to a general
options menu. (13)
To reduce the need for escape sequences,, the system should give
the user warning-information when a command is invoked which will
be time consuming and/or expensive to process. (5)
The system should keep a record of the use of escape sequences,
and this information should be used to redesign the system.

(5)

4.6 Command Operation
Insofar as possible, sequence control software should be designed to
carry forward a representation of the user's knowledge base znd
current activities.
(10, 13)
Command operation

should be consistent throughout the system.

(1,

7,. 10, 13)
Linked transactions should be the result of a task analysis
determine logical units. (10, 13)
.The system should save sets of commands so' that they can
checked and corrected without re-entering the entire sequence.

to
be

(9)

Ease of command operation should be compatible with the' desired
ends:
frequent procedures should be easy; desteuctive actions
should be difficult. (13)
Command operation should involve -a minimum number of control inputs
by the user.
Intermediate steps should be performed by the
computer with .feedback to the user, if necessary.* (13)
Command, sequencing should be flexible and under control by the
user.
The exception is emergency situations 'where the computer
should automatically signal the user. (10, 13).
Command sequencing should be compatible with the user's skill level:
step-by-step for beginners and efficient coding for experienced

users. (13)
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The user should be
Sequence control should be closed-loop.
required to take a specific action to leave a command loop such as
text editing. (3)
To assure consistency when the user must perform simila~r activities
on different equipment, certain procedural conventions should be
standardized and presented as requirements. (1, 10)
A uniform interpretation of missing command parameters should' be
followed. (4)
The enter action for command entry should be the same as that -for
data entry or selection of menu options. (1, 13)
Commands for file manipulation and program compilation and execution
should be consistent.
The comm~rids shou~d process data fi~les
regardless of their size, content, or, structure. (7)
At any step In a defined transaction sequence, if specific control
options are not displayed, then 'a standard command should be
provided so that the user can continue to the next step. (10, 13)
The user should' be able to return easily to previous steps in a
transaction .sequence in order to correct an error or make any other
desired change. (6, 13)
When considerations of data security are not involved, the user
should be able to change any data that are currently displayed. (13)
The user shoul'd be required to take more complicated actions in
order to respond to critical alarms and to acknowledge speciall alarms
in special ways. (13)
Command sequencing should never result in a dead-end for the user.
(3, 6, 10, 13)
A sensible next step should be provided at every point. The user
should have the ability to back track to checkpoints established in alengthy dialogue., (6)
4.7 System Response Time
NOTE: Specific' values for ideal system response time under various
conditions are not included in this list.
In complex problem-solving situations, artificial system. lockout of
user commands should be used to cause the user to concentrate on
the problem.
This procedure benefits problem solving, but may
reduce user satisfaction. (11)
Reference: Stewart, 1976.
NOTE: Another reference indicated- that artificial lockout t~ould not
be used for pacing and should not exceed 20 msec. (13)
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When command stacking is not possib!k, keyboard lockout and
disappearanco of the cursor should be us-,- to indicate that no user
entry is allowed. (13)
User input should be user-paced. (13)
4.8 Special Commands
Special characters used in data entry
• = / ), particularly if used
frequently, should be chosen insofar as possible so that the user will
not have to shift from one case to another on the keyboard. (13)
Tab controls or other provisions for establishing and moving from
field to field should be provided for editing programs. (7)
Easy to use MO\.E and
editing purposes. (7)

COPY

commands should

be provided

for

In text processing the MOVE or COPY commands should be based on
sentences, paragraphs, or higher-order segments. (7)
For text processing, special editing commands for adding,
or deleting text segments should be provided. (7)

inserting,

Users should be provided a means to search for groups of 'related
files and store the sorted col!ection into a new file for processing.
(7)
If scrolling is incorporated for displaying portions of a large data
base, commands for UP, DOWN, LEFT, and RIGHT should be devised
in a standardized way. (1)
The ROLL and SCROLL commands should refer to the text/data,
the display window. (3)
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not

5. FEEDBACK AND ERROR MANAGEMENT
Dialogue considerations contained in this section deal primarily with
communications from
include

feedback,

sequence,

the computer to the user.
error

recovery,

help/documentation,

user

These communications

control

and computer aids.

of

the

transaction

Feedback information

provided by the computer incorporates design considerations for status.
messages, error .messages,

and hard copy output.

User actions required

to correct an error involve user correction procedures, computer metering
of transactions,, automatic correction, and stacking of multiple commands.
Guidelines are considered for the level, amount, and type of user control
of feedback and error messages.

User considerations for on-line and off-

line documentation as well as help, information to enhance feedback and
error

management

are

presented.

And,

f inally,

guidelines

for

computerized program debugging and decision aids are listed.
The

design

considerations

in

this

section

are organized

follow~ing manner:
.5.1 Feedback
5.1.1 Status Messages
5.1.2 Error Messages
5.1.3 Hard Copy Output
5.2 Error Recovery.
5.2.1 Immediate User Correction
5.2.2 User Correction Procedures
5.2.3 Metering and Automatic Error Checks
.2. 4 Automatic Correction
5.2.5 Stacked Commands
5.3 User Corntrol
5.4 Help and Documentation
5,4.1 Off-Line Documentation
5.4.2 On-Line Documentation
5.5 Computer Aids
.5.5.1 Debugging Aids
5.5.2 Decision Aids
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in

the

5.1 Feedback
The log-on frame should be presented
regardless of user input.- (1, 3, 6)
Keyed inputs, except security
echoed on the display. (3, 13).

immediately

after connection

items such as passwords,

When the user has entered a synonym for a command,
should be used subsequently in system messages. (3)

should be

the synonym

* The wordiness of system messages should be adapted to the needs

of the user population.
Relatively brief messages using standard
terms and abbreviations are appropriate for frequent system users.
However,
users should not have to "translate". messages via a
reference system.
(3, 10)
If the baud rate is less than
messages should be used.
(3)

250 wpm

(reading

rate),

compact

Abbreviations should not be used in output unless necessary.
Even
then only meaningful,
unique terms should be used.
Similar
abbreviations in the same entry should be avoided.
(2, 3)
Reference: Moses t,Potash, 1979.
When abbreviations must be used in system messages,, they should be
used consistently. (1)
The most difficult to remember information should be placed at the
beginning of the message; the most easily remembered information in
the middle. (3)
Information for immediate recall only should be placed at the end of a
message.
Items which must be remembered should be placed towards
the beginning of the text.
(3)
Information should be presented to the user in a directly usable
form.
The user should not be required to translate, transpose,
change units, or interpolate.
(1, 2, 3)
Jargon that, would be unfamiliar to the user should not be used in,
system messages.
Write -from the user's point-of-view,
not the
programmer's.
(1)
Standards and, conventions for data presentation appropriate to the
user should be used in system messages. (1)
Except for mathematical notation,
should be used for system messages.

standard
(3)

alphabetic

characters

Alarm signals and messages may take a variety of forms, but should
be distinctive and consistent for each class of events. (3, 13)
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5. 1. 1 Status Messages
If a user cannot get onto the system, a message should be sent
telling why and approximately when the problem is expected to
be corrected. (1, 3)
Status information should be provided throughout the dialogue.
The user should be informed when menu selections are accepted.
(1, 3)
System messages should recap lengthy -transactions periodically.
(2)
After command interruption or a system crash, the user should
receive a message that the system has been restored to its
previous status. (1)
The user response necessary to continue the dialogue should be
indicated on each display page. (1)
If a long response time is expected, confirmation. of receipt of
the request should, be made as soon as possible. The computer
should confirm completion of all requests (within 10-15 seconds).
(3)
When command processing will be lengthy, the user should be
informed that the request has been received and what action will
result from the request. The user should be asked to confirm
the request.
The user should receive periodlic messages that
the request 'is being processed. -(1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 13)
When the processing of' delayed commands is completed,. the usir
should be informed of the outcome and whether any user action
is required. (13)
When a stored data entry is changed without -first being
displayed, both the old and newy values should be displayed
before action is taken. (13)
For, efficiency, confirmation of repetitive data transactions 'can
be accomplished by regeneration of the data entry page. (3, 13)
Coding, such as highlighting, should 'be used to indicate which
'option has been selected from a menu or what position has been
designated -by. the user. (6, 13)
Confirmation of. user input should -occur without removing the
display of data. (13)
Entry of multiple items should be acknowledged by the computer
regardless of the cursor position. (13)
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A status message should indicate the current
multiple-purpose special-function keys. (13)

functions

of

If the consequences of the user's input wil! vary depending on
prior commands, the user should be given the context by'
recapitulating previous inputs affecting present actions and
indicating currently available options. (13)
When the user is forced to scroll through a large information
display, an indication should be provided on the viewable
portion of the display of present location versus 'maximum
location. (3, 10)
When multiple modes of operation are possible, some means
should be provided to remind the user of the current operating
mode. (3, 13)'
The valuecof any control parameter(s) currently operative should
be displayed for user reference. (13)
Default values assumed should be displayed to the user. (3,
13)

7,

Information concerning control options specifically appropriate at
any step. in a transaction sequence should be provided for the
user. (13)
5.1.2 Error Messages
* Error messages should appear as close as possible to the user

entry that caused the error. (3)
Error messages should be appropriate to the user's level of
knowledge.
Error messages which may be useful to system
analysts are often of little or no value for system, users. (1, 3)
Error messages should be phrased politely.
They should not
place fault,
use pat 'onizing language, ' or attempt to be
humorous. ( 1, 3, 10)
Error messages 'should
rovide information as to what error has
been detected, where tl e error occurred, and how the User can
correct the error. (1, , 7, 10)
In a programming e vironment, the user should always be
informed as to what rul was violated and where in the program
the error occurred. (7)
*

To specify what remedial action to take it is permissible to refer
the user to off-line doct mentation. (10)
NOTE: Another refererce' indicated that the user should not
have to translate messa es via an off-line reference system. (3)
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messages should begin with an identification number
*Error
which
corresponds
with
off-line
documentation.
Off-line
documentation should be used to provide additional details, not
as a "translation system" for obscure error message codes.
(1,
10)
Error messages should be as specific to the user's particular
application as possible. 'This kind of specificity requires more
programming
effort by the applications programmer,
but
contributes to the friendliness of the system to the end user.,
(10)
Error messages stiou!d be for quick reference only.
Error
Off-line
messages
should
be
brief,
but
informative.
documentation or help sequences 'should be used to teach t!-e
system. (1, 3)
5. 1.3 HardCopy Output
If a video display terminal is to be the user's primary work
station, an option, to print a hard copy of the contents of the
screen should be provided.
Requiring the user to transcribe
data from a video screen to notes not only underutilizes the data
handling potential of a computer system, 'but also invites
transcription errors.
(1, 3)
5.2 Error Recovery
User action to correct an error should result in displayed changes in
the state or value of the altered items. (13)
All error corrections by the user should, be ackn~owledged by the
computer either by ind'zating a correct entry has been made or by
another error message
(10)
.5.2. 1 Immediate User :.orrection
The user should be able to eJit an extended command during its
composition, by backspacing and .rekeying, before taking an
explicit action to ENTER the command. The user -should be able
'to alter the input line during entry without retyping.
Special
function keys, or special commands should be provided so that
user input can be corrected immediately., (1, 3, 6, 7, 13)
*

'When

a data entry transaction has been completed and errors
'have 'been detected, the software should permit direct, immediate
correction by the user. (1, 3,, 10, 13)
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5.2.2 User Correction Pro~cedures
When missing, data are detected, the system should prompt the
user for these data, not use default values. (3)
When the missing data involve a relatively small. set of
alternatives, an argument list should be provided for the the
user to select missing information. (7)
Users should be required to modify only the incorrect portion of
an input. When the system detects an error, the cursor should
automatically be positioned at the field which contains the first
error, thereby minimizing, the action required of the user. (1,
3, 13)
When a user completes the correction of an error, the user
should be required to take an explicit action before the computer
accepts the corrected inputs. (10, 13)
5.2.3 Metering and Automatic Error Checks
The, system should monitor and record user errors continuously
or on a sampling basis to aid in the design of future systems
and to improve the current system. (1)
Spelli ng and other common errors should not produce valid
system commands or initiate processing sequences which are
different from those intended. (1)
The system should check all data entered by - the user for
appropiate format, appropriate content,, and for missing data.
(13)
Alphabetic data should
nonalphabetic codes. (10)

be

checked

for

stray

digits

or

For variable-length numeric fields Where an acceptable range can
be defined, numeric data, should be checked foe stray alphabetic
* or non-numeric characters. (10)
For fixed-length fields, input should be checked for an incorrect
number of characters or numbers. (10)
The computer should check for missirng information required- -to
complete the transaction. (10)
5.2.4 Automatic Correction
*When possible, a system should recognize common misspellings
of a command and execute the command as if it had been spelled
correctly. (1)
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When a command entry is subject to misinterpretation or a
default value has been assumed, the user should be asked to
review a displayed interpretation for correction. or confi'rmation.
A positive action by the user should be required to validate data
that have been corrected by the computer. (1, 2, 5, 10, 13).
If the user selects a special, function key that is invalid at a
particular step in the transaction, no system action should -result
except to display an advisory message indicating 'what functions
are appropriate at that point. (10, 13)
5'.2.5 Stacked Commands
When errors occur' in stacked commands,, the command sequence
should be processed up to the error and ther, the- user should
receive an indication of the problem and guid ance to permit
completion of the control input. (1, 3, 13)
To prompt for correction of an error in stacked -commands, the
computer should display the page that needs to -be corrected.
(1, 13)
If stacked commands are potentially ambiguous, the computer
should display the' interpreted command sequence for user
correction or confirmation prior to command processing. (2, 3,
13)
Reference: Codd, 1974.5.3 User Control
In tasks where transaction sequences vary, the user should be able
to request a displayed list of prior entries' to determine present
status. (3, 6, 13)
The user should be permitted to define the nature of each alarm as
well as its initiating event. (13)
*The
user should conz.rol whether a multiple-entry transaction
validated item-by-item. (13)-

is

When line-by-line syntax checking is available, it should be a-feature
under user-control. (3)
The user should, be able to request .prompts' as necessary to
determine required parameters in a command entry or to determine
available options for an appropriate entry. (13)
user should be able to control the amount of detail given in
the explanation' of errors and other HELP facilities. (1, 3)
*The

Data entry by the user should require a specific enter-action. (13)
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The user should control the amount, format, and 'complexity of
information from the system including co're dumps, program outputs,
and system messages. (3)
5.4 Help and Documentation
On-line documentation,- off-line documentation,
should use consistent termi-ology. (13)

and help sequences

5.4. 1 Off-Line Documentation
All error messages should be listed and explained in the off-line
'system documentation. (1, 9)
.* Every nonmenu frame should contain a reference to a specific
section of off-line documentation to prcvide
ready source of
expla.iation. (10)
5.4.2 On-Line Documentation
After accessing help, the user should be provided with an easy
way to return to the main dialogue. (6)
On-line access
command. (1)

to

help facilities

should

be

provided

for each

All error messages should be listed and explained in the on-line
help sequences.
(1)

*

A dictionary of abbreviations and codes used should be available
on-line. (1, 9)
*

On-line access to a list of system capabilities and subsystems
should be provided.
By showing the system components, options,
and structure, the on-line reference capability permits the user to
understand the use the system effectively. (1)
When possible, natural language,
rather, than an hierarchic
menu, shouid be used to invoke on-line documentation.
(7)
Reference: Shapiro & Kwasny, 1975.

*

If more details are needed, the user can ask for a continuation.
Successive levels of the HELP request can 'go into greater detail.
(1)

*

5.5 Computer Aids
5.5.1 Debugging Aids
Value ranges, bounds, and exceptions provided by the programmer
in . the program should be used to generate test cases for
debugging programs. (7)
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Editor assists can be used to prevent syntax errors in certain
programming languages, such as parentheses balancing in LISP.
(7)
5.5.2 Decision Aids
In subjective decision making the computer should inform the user
of information that has been overlooked. (2)
References: Katter, Potash, &, Halpin, 1978; Anderson F, Gillogy,
1976; Waterman & Jenkins, 1977, Waterman, Anderson, HayesRoth, Klahr, Martin, F, Rosenschein, 1979.
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6. SECURITY AND DISASTER PREVENTION
Special dialogue consider ations are presented in this section which
deal

with

h uma; -computer

transactions

prevention of catastrophic circumstances,

that

are

directed

toward -the

such as the inadvertent deletion

of files or the premature termination of a computer session.

These user

considerations are concerned with topics such as the cancellation of data
entry a'nd command sequences,
destructive actions,

the requ~irement to confirm ambiguous or

the control of destructive actions, and the handling

'nf system crashes.
The topics in this section~ are organized as follows:
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Command Cancellation
Verification of Ambiguous or Destructive Actions
Sequence Conitrol
System Failures
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6. 1 Command Cancelation
When multiple items are entered as a single transaction, the user
should be allowed to restart, cancel. or change any item before
taking a final enter-action. (4; 13)
When data entries or changes will be nullified by an abort action,
user should be asked to confirm the abort. (13)

the

The user should be able to "take back" or undo the effect of at least
the immediately preceding command. (7)
Whether or not errors have been committed, escape from a partially
completed
procedure must not
lead to incorrect or accidental
modification of stored data or the in'itiation or modification of other
system functions. (1, 6)
6.2 Verification of Arbifguous or Destructive Actions
When a user signals to terminate the interactive -session, the
computer should check pending transactions to determine if data loss
seems probable.
If so, the computer should send an advisory
m'ssage requiring confirriation before any log-off action is effected.
(13),
One or more verification inp.uts should be required of the user to
implement any critical action such as erasing a file, permanently
modifying data, or changing system operation. (1, 3, 5, 9, 13)
When command entries are subject to misinterpretýtion (.s. in the case
of voice input), the user should be, given an op.,ortunity to review
and confirm the computer's interpretation of the command. (5, 13)
The prompt for the confirmation action should be worded in -such a
way that any potential data loss is clearly stated. (13)
Criticai actions should not depend on one keystroke for verification.

(3)
6.3 Sequence Control
The sequence control for commands that result in destructive •ction
should be difficult. (13)
No user error should cause a session to be terminated or aborted.

(1)

When a user fails to meet the security requirements for part of the
data, this should not impede use of the open data and should not
discontinue the dialogue. (4)
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6.4 System Failures
The system should provide frequent 'automatic backups in order to
restore files in case of a system crash. (5, 6, 7)
During system failures, errors should not be entered into user datafiles. (6)
When a system does fatl and terminals become inoperative, users
should have some other means of dealing with the situations that
confront them. (6)
In some cases when only part of the system fails, the user should be
able to switch over to another piece of equipment. (6)
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7.

MULTIPLE USERS

Although most human-computer dia;ogue considerations are concerned
with the design of the, single-user
have

offered

been

considerations

are

the

for

concerned

inputs of multiple users,

interface,

a few design considerations

primarily

with

These

environmant.

multiple-user

separating

messages

the use of cursors in multi-user displays,

and
and

computerized record keeping of inter-user messages.
This

part organizes

the

pertinent

following categories:
7.1 Separating Messages/Input
7.2 Separating Work Areas
7.3 Communication"s Record
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design

considerations

into

the

7.1 Separating Messages/Inputs
When two or more users must interact with the system simultaneously,
control inputs by one user should not interfere with those of
another. (13)
In on-line, communication among users, the input from each speaker
should be buffered to prevent any interference. (7)
The transmitter of each message in inter-user communications should
be identifed, and separate areas of the display screen should be
provided for each communicator. (7)
7.2 Separating Work Areas
With
multi-user
displays,
multiple
cursors,
one
for
each
communicator, should be provided.
The active cursor for each user
should be indicated. (7)
References: Chipanis, 1971; Ochs~man &.Chapanis, 1974.
In multi-user situations. each user should be, provided with an
individual -work area for personal files as well as access to the shared
work area. (7)
7.3 Communications Record
A permanent record (file) of inter-user messages should be made.
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